
Because MOM knows all, she brings you a more secure and 
faster experience than pet meme coins. A new crypto that 

contributes to the global vaccination drive by governments 
in various countries around the world. Because MOM cares 

for all.

Just love her and she will grow to protect you in the sunny 
days of life ahead.
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MOM is a caring and loving DeFi token, aimed at profits and 
rewards for the community. Starting with 100 quadrillion 

tokens, the founders have planned strategic reward systems, 
reflection distribution, and burning of coins for long term 

stability and benefit of holders.

MOM has the heart of a mother, looking forward to fueling 
Covid Vaccination for as many people as possible throughout 

the world.



Just like a mother, MOM aims to safeguard the future of its 
holders. The 2% amount is deducted and sent back to the 

liquidity pool with each transaction made on MOM’s 
Network.

MOM offers 1% reflection tokens to holders, which means 
every time a transaction takes place in the community, 

holders will gain more tokens automatically. So the longer 
you hold MOM, the more you benefit from it.

Along with community benefits, MOM never forgets her 
social responsibilities and contributes to vaccination 

drives around the globe.



(or use an existing one). This walletwill help you purchase, sell, send or
receive MOM. Remember, keep yourseed phrase safe.

As soon as you have BNB available in your Trust Wallet, you can start 
swapping. Click ‘Select a Token’ and enter the MOM token address or 
search for it in the token list.

Click on ‘Connect to a wallet’ , andselect ‘Trust Wallet’ . Your wallet will 
cennect to PancakeSwap.

You can buy BNB (Binance Token)directly or transfer from various 
exchanges.





To keep the vaccination drive going stronger worldwide, 
and bringing benefits to the community we have 

planned a step by step Roadmap from MOM's launch to 
rapid growth.

Website Launch
Whitepaper
1K Telegram Community
Social Media Pages Launch
Meme Development
Token Launch
Influencer Marketing Push
500 Holders
Token Burn

DexTools #1
Coingecko
Audit
Crypto Compare
Coinmarketcap
10K Telegram Community
Charity Partnerships
Large Influencer Marketing
5000 Holders
Token Burn



BTOK Ads Launch
Influencer Marketing
Exchange Listing
Social Media Pages Launch
50K Telegram Community
NFT Launch
50000 Holder
Token Burn





The MOM project aims at getting 1 million people 
vaccinated. Contribute directly to save lives by 

Donating Now.

https://t.me/momtokenglobal
https://www.instagram.com/momtokenglobal/ https://twitter.com/MomTokenGlobal?s=09

http://Fb.com/momtokenglobalhttps://www.reddit.com/r/momtokenglobal/
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